Typical drivers for SAP on GCP deployment

- Quest for a responsive, flexible and scalable IT infrastructure
- Possibility of reducing the TCO by up to 50% with SAP application on Google Cloud Platform (GCP)
- Need to integrate SAP with Cloud Native services
- Want to move to SAP S/4HANA prior to the deadline of 2025

Our services: SAP transformation journey on Google Cloud

**Consulting**
Identify and roadmap
IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS with strategy, architecture, and operational construct

**Transformation**
Upgrade, migrate, and transform
SAP Infra, setup platform, integrate tools covering security and compliance needs

**Operations**
SAP landscape operation and monitoring

**Automation**
Automate SAP environment with built in tools and services
HCL SAP vertical solutions

- All verticals
  - Lucy virtual assistant for SF, Hybris Digital Service & Maintenance Repair and Overhaul
  - CoTrust Blockchain Microservices on SCP Preview
  - Blockchain Template Application

- Healthcare
  - Emerging Enterprises powered by AI using Lucy and Robotics Process Automation
  - Smart Logistics for High Value Assets
  - Intelligent Supply Chain Visibility

- Professional Services
  - Smart Service Desk using DRYiCE XaaS Service Management
  - Labor Clocking Application Solution

- Manufacturing
  - Supply chain and AR optimization using Smart Asset Track and Trace
  - Touchless Workorder using Image Classification and Voice Recognition

- Consumer Products
  - Smart Asset Operation and Product as a Service
  - Social Mall Solution

- Complex Manufacturing
  - Asset Predictive Maintenance Solution
  - Global Scrap Log on Blockchain

- Travel and Transport, Retail
  - Smart Logistics for Moving Asset

- Construction, Mining
  - Smart Helmet, Connected Personal Protective Gear: Connected Worker Solution

- Wholesale & Distribution
  - Cold Chain Monitoring

Why GCP for SAP?

- True virtualization and elasticity
- Global network connectivity
- Simplified SAP deployment
- Data driven insights
- Robust security

Why HCL?

- 350+ SAP application customers
- 1500+ SAP engagements
- 7+ SAP on Cloud accelerators and solutions
- Leader in Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for SAP application services – 2018
- 20+ SAP on Cloud projects

To know more, write to us at:
HCLGoogleBU@HCL.com